
Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim: the priorities of post-Mosul phase is accomplishable
if the political will is provided

Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim, chairman of the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq, affirmed that the

priorities of post-ISIS phase; represented in security strategy, counter corruption, providing

services and civil peace, settling the administrative system, returning displaced families to

their original areas, building regional relations based on mutual interests, all these

priorities are accomplishable if the political will is provided, stressing that the political

will can be stemmed from everyone or by a strong integrated team, calling to compose the budget

of Iraq per priorities without subjecting to the repeated pattern of action that happen each

year, pointing out to the importance of the unbiased political bloc for it is the comprehensive

project that must be applied during the post-Mosul phase. .

\r\n

This took place during the Dewan of Media Elites, at his eminence’s office, Baghdad Saturday

20/8/2016.

\r\n

His eminence indicated the importance of studying the economy of Iraq using new tools that

consider challenges and the dropping of oil prices , and capable of providing alternative means

of funding, emphasizing on the importance of restructuring the administrative structure of the

Iraqi state and discarding outdated laws that are no more capable of coping with the

developments, stressing of coupling the interests of other countries with the interests of

Iraq, considering that the interests of the world will increase Iraq\'s position on the

international level.

\r\n

His eminence reiterated his vision regarding the post-Mosul phase, emphasizing on the

importance of making a bold and qualitative decision that achieves civil peace, and opens a new

page of internal relations, paving the way for the judiciary system to give judgement regarding

personal rights subjects, noting that Iraq is on the verge of a settlement as in the region,

and the intensification of conflict only prove near political decisiveness, calling to address

Wahhabis ideology that is profoundly threatening when it is politically adopted and find an

environment that embrace such approaches, emphasizing on the importance of settling proxy

employments and disassemble the deep state of corruption by setting a candidacy mechanism that

make everyone participate, stressing on the solutions that guarantee and prevent the returning

of terrorism in the future.


